Good morning/afternoon Chairman Mendelson and members of the committee.

“My name is Reginald Black a native Washingtonian current ward 4 resident the
advocacy director of people for Fairness Coalition and I’m a member of the Dc
grassroots planning coalition as well as a lived experience appointee of the Interagency
Council on Homelessness, and I’m testifying asking you to reject The office of plannings
proposal to upFLUM neighborhoods all over the city The existing PUD already upzones
the parcels, so we are concerned because there is no practical purpose for upFLUMing
other than potentially extinguishing the existing PUD to build matter-of-right. I also urge
you to reject widespread upFLUMing in general as it gives away valuable air rights and
eliminates community input for nothing in exchange.”

Our planning coalition has put forth our housing justices priorities and amendments that
reflect these values. Our housing justice priorities reflect policies that our unhoused
neighbors can use to better their lives some examples include

1. Increasing affordability and services for people experiencing homelessness in
downtown East this amendment emphasizes the desire and commitment to the
plan for comprehensive services at 425 2nd street nw. Included in our
recommendations are possible budgetary earmarks that will help produce equity
for our unhoused neighbors downtown.

2. D.C. Government Owned Land and Buildings use for Street vendors Flea
Markets and Farmers Markets. This amendment seeks to establish ownership
opportunities for residents who have been traditionally marginalized and
underserved currently the ward park hotel could be an area in which this and
many more of our amendments that will produce housing equity and economic
strength to these populations

3. Affordability as a public benefit over the years we have noticed projects like what
is being proposed at brook land manor do not get us movement in terms of
guaranteeing affordability beyond what is required by IZ and other programs as a
standard to all projects with bonus height and density. This amendment seeks to
make sure we eliminate stop curb halt, not minimize displacement. Black
residents and poor residents are left with little choice in deciding housing
accommodations they can afford. They are not really looking for better
opportunities, they are being forced out.

We are deeply committed to working with impacted communities to protect themselves from
runaway development. If we do not protect residents like the brookland manor tenants, the
Barry farm tenants, the park Morton tenants how could we say we are producing equity. Ask the
smart growers these key questions as well. Where do you live? Have you affected housing in
wards 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1? How did you protect community members? Are you creating amenities
like public housing in your community or out of your home? And if they cannot answer theses
like I could I urge you to reject the comp plan as and to include our housing justices
amendments.

Thank you from the opportunity to testify and I am happy to answer any questions you may
have.

